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1: The Four Loves - Wikipedia
Friendship is not different from love, but the best kind of love. And if we can be friends with someone we are attracted to,
then so much the betterâ€”so long as it works for, and not against, the.

Historical examples[ edit ] The study of historical romantic friendship is difficult because the primary source
material consists of writing about love relationships, which typically took the form of love letters, poems, or
philosophical essays rather than objective studies. Shakespeare and Fair Youth[ edit ] Main article: Among
those of the latter interpretation, in the preface to his Pelican edition, Douglas Bush writes: Since modern
readers are unused to such ardor in masculine friendship and are likely to leap at the notion of
homosexualityâ€¦ we may remember that such an ideal, often exalted above the love of women, could exist in
real life, from Montaigne to Sir Thomas Browne, and was conspicuous in Renaissance literature. Seeing to
speake truly that the ordinary sufficiency of women cannot answer this conference and communication, the
nurse of this sacred bond: Abraham Lincoln and Joshua Speed[ edit ] Main article: Sexuality of Abraham
Lincoln Some historians have used the relationship between Abraham Lincoln and Joshua Speed as another
example of a relationship that modern people see as ambiguous or possibly gay, but which was most likely[
citation needed ] to have been a romantic friendship. Lincoln and Speed lived together, shared a bed in their
youth[ citation needed ] and maintained a lifelong friendship. David Herbert Donald pointed out that men at
that time often shared beds for financial reasons; men were accustomed to same-sex nonsexual intimacy, since
most parents could not afford separate beds or rooms for male siblings. Anthony Rotundo notes that the
custom of romantic friendship for men in America in the early 19th century was different from that of
Renaissance France, and it was expected that men would distance themselves emotionally and physically
somewhat after marriage; he claims that letters between Lincoln and Speed show this distancing after Lincoln
married Mary Todd. Historians like Faderman and Robert Brain [11] believe that the descriptions of
relationships such as David and Jonathan or Ruth and Naomi in this religious text establish that the customs of
romantic friendship existed and were thought of as virtuous in the ancient Near East , despite the simultaneous
taboo on homosexuality. The relationship between King David and Jonathan , son of King Saul , is often cited
as an example of male romantic friendship; for example, Faderman uses 2 Samuel 1: Entreat me not to leave
you or to return from following you; for where you go I will go, and where you lodge I will lodge; your people
shall be my people, and your God my God; where you die I will die, and there will I be buried. Boswell
himself concedes that past relationships are ambiguous; when describing Greek and Roman attitudes, Boswell
states that "[A] consensual physical aspect would have been utterly irrelevant to placing the relationship in a
meaningful taxonomy. Shaw, himself a homosexual, in a review written for the New Republic: These
documents are liturgies for an ecclesiastical ritual called adelphopoiesis or, in simple English, the "creation of
a brother. In the original, the titles say no such thing. And this sort of tendentious translation of the documents
is found, alas, throughout the book. Thus the Greek words that Boswell translates as "be united together" in
the third section of the document quoted above are, in fact, rather ordinary words that mean "become brothers"
adelphoi genesthai ; and when they are translated in this more straightforward manner, they impart a quite
different sense to the reader. Such agreements and rituals are "same-sex" in the sense that it is two men who
are involved; and they are "unions" in the sense that the two men involved are co-joined as "brothers. There is
no indication in the texts themselves that these are marriages in any sense that the word would mean to readers
now, nor in any sense that the word would have meant to persons then: Although it is difficult to state
precisely what these ritualised relationships were, most historians who have studied them are fairly certain that
they deal with a species of "ritualised kinship" that is covered by the term "brotherhood. That explains why the
texts on adelphopoiesis in the prayerbooks are embedded within sections dealing with other kinship-forming
rituals, such as marriage and adoption. Giovanni Tomassia in the s and Paul Koschaker in the s, whose works
Boswell knows and cites, had already reached this conclusion. These idolizations often took the forms of
romantic friendships, which contemporaries called "smashes", "crushes" and "spoons. Women who openly
committed themselves to other women often found acceptance of their commitment and lifestyle in academic
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fields, and felt comfortable expressing their feelings for their same-sex companions. Several lesbian , gay , and
feminist authors such as Lillian Faderman , Stephanie Coontz , Jaclyn Geller and Esther Rothblum have done
academic research on the topic; [26] these authors typically favor the social constructionist view that sexual
orientation is a modern, culturally constructed concept.
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2: The Differences Between Boyfriends & Friends With Benefits | Our Everyday Life
You can tell the difference between love and friendship by thinking about the amount of attention you give someone. If
you love someone, you'll likely think about them often and want to stay in regular communication with them.

And on the same events all are may be completely completely different from each others moreover. An
excellent relation based totally on foundation of fantastic understating, consensus, compromising and caring
for each other each it is a family, love or friendship matter. Your collective habits will decide the tenure of
your affiliation. Friendship Basically friendship is a type of relationship whereby two are further people
purchased nice with each other, cares for each others, freely share any good news or harmful data with each
other. The one who is accessible in ideas first in case of fantastic or harmful points is in precise truth your best
good good friend. It should not be a simple play. Many qualities are required for a wonderful friendship like
honesty, trustworthiness, loyalty, compromise, unconditional favor and acceptance. An precise friendship is
one whereby every of the occasions try to makes a contented relationship. Meeting recurrently should not be
obligatory for friendship because of there are numerous examples whereby shut buddies even meet after an
prolonged years and nonetheless stays a wonderful buddies. Relationship Relationship is a big time interval
whereby all sorts of relations like love, friendship, kin, and so on. It may be in kind of blood, marriage, social
or enterprise kind. Social relationship, interpersonal relationship, intimate relationship and ethical relationship
are type of relationship. It may be in approved kind or deliberate movement. For occasion your relationship
along with your family members members or extended family members is a approved, pure or inherited
relation. While your on-line enterprise relations, group membership, neighborhood membership, relations with
society or marriage out of family are kinds of deliberate relationship whereby you choose to make relation
with one different specific particular person. Even friendship is emerged from relationship. Relationship may
be in two kind pure or deliberate whereas friendship is on a regular basis in deliberate kind and people choose
buddies by their sole intention. Good friendship is the sign of fantastic relation as successfully nevertheless
good relationship does not signifies that there exists friendship moreover. But in case of friendship there is not
a approved value. You cannot legally drawback the mutual consideration in case of friendship. Level of
trustworthiness, loyalty and perception in friendship is bigger than relationship. People are further open about
emotions, feelings and expectations in friendship in comparison with relationship. Most of the connection
situations are based totally on win-lose state of affairs whereas friendship on a regular basis based totally on
lose-win or win-win state of affairs.
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3: Love and friendship quotes - Simplified dating advice
Relationship is a big time interval whereby all sorts of relations like love, friendship, kin, and so on. are included. It may
be in kind of blood, marriage, social or enterprise kind. Social relationship, interpersonal relationship, intimate
relationship and ethical relationship are type of relationship.

Philosophers have been concerned with the difference between these two categories ever since Plato and
Aristotle, and I too wonder what mark these important categories off from each other. Plato thought that love
was a kind of madness, and he had all sorts of theses to go along with his more extravagant claims, such as a
story about how women and men used to be joined together but got split apart so that we are perpetually
seeking to unite with our other half. But back to the point, which is that there are real differences between love
and friendship. First, there is an exclusivity to love; most people cannot share their lover with other people,
whereas friendship readily admits of sharing. Someone can have many friends, but its hard to keep many
lovers. Also, there is an element of sex that is present in love. Sure, some people love without needing to
express it sexually, but there is a powerful impulse to someone kind of physical expression of love, though it
can take many forms. You care about your friends, but you also care about your lover. You turn to friends
when times get hard, but you also expect support from a spouse or partner. Lovers and friends share time
together and work together for common goals, etc. But again, what is the difference? Well let me hit you with
my going theory. First, there is a lot of relationship research that says that loving relationships have a life
cycle: There are several ways to get at what I mean here. One thing to note is that lovers quarrel in ways that
friends do not. Further, there is the element of possession. I think its because the passion of a paradigm love
relationship grows out of a seed of violent competition why is all fair in love and war? Think of a couple who
comes to a marriage counselor and says that there sex life has become boring. I think only a cynic would say
that they are just lustful creatures who need sensual stimulation. Rather, a dull sex life is often seen as a
precursor to a dull relationship: So, more explicitly, I want to suggest that a lover is a worthy challenger; a
sympathetic and perfectly matched competitor. Thus, the spark of love, and its unique value, is that it creates
through opposition, guarded advances, sudden reconciliations, and passionate possession and control. This is
why love has access to such boundless energy. Friendship on the other hand works on the more liberal value
of solidarity, mutual aid, humor, and relaxation. I may well be, but in fairness to these critics, I wanted to
mention one rival hypothesis that has been suggested. One friend of mine has suggested that love is
dependence where friendship is independence. In other words, friends meet each other as competent equals
who could go their own separate ways, but choose to hang out for humor and support. Lovers on the other
hand could not live without each other as I said earlier, couples who die at the same time? I have things to say
against this interpretation as well, but before I make this post too long, I want to see if anyone finds this topic
worth discussing.
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4: 3 Ways to Differentiate Between Love and Friendship - wikiHow
The key difference between love and friendship is a question that has been pondered over for a long time. It is very easy
to confuse the two though even unconsciously neither is used interchangeably for the other.

August 20, When I have strong feelings for people, I have a very difficult time determining whether I am
interested in them as a romantic partner or not. This feeling of being drawn to the person happens both in the
context of crushes on new acquaintances as well as with long-standing friends and with both men and women
-- obviously in a more substantial way with friends. Becoming a romantic couple with these people seems
appealing to me because I like the idea of having a beloved partner at my side and promising to center our
lives around eachother-- but for me, this desire does not seem qualitatively different from the feelings towards
other good friends, only quantitatively, a matter of degree and intensity. The idea of holding hands, cuddling,
kissing, etc with people I am emotionally attracted to is very appealing, but more because of intimacy than
lust. As a result, I find myself with a lot of confusion. The kind of love I feel for my boyfriend of 2 years does
not seem very different from the way I feel towards a couple of my other very dear friends-- I ask myself, am I
romantically drawn to all of them? If so, how would you describe it? The walls of those categories are static
definitions of abstractions, else they cease to function as such. Another piece of this puzzle is the lumping
together of love and sex- historically, this was not always the case. Obviously be mindful of how those
relationships interact with your others i. Some people approach these categories in a way that creates a
difference, but this is a personal choice. You might choose to share certain things discussing certain topics,
watching sports, finances, a house with only friends or only romantic interests, or you might not. To a certain
extent, the labels of "friendship" and "romantic" are shorthand markers for other people to understand your
life. Answering no means platonic friend. Answering yes means romantic friend. But I think I agree with the
previous comments as to why this is the case. Many of my close friends have these types of feelings regarding
love vs. Several of the relationships between people in my friends group fall into very gray areas when viewed
from the outside, and people describe the participants as "confused" or whatever, but the confusion level is
typically very low. If you ever feel like thought-exchanging on this sort of thing, get my email from my
profile. While love between friends is a mutual, self-sacrificing arrangement, agape, romantic love includes an
element of self-serving love as well, eros. Romantic love includes the desire to receive love back from the
other in a way that does not involve a mutual arrangement or sacrifice of the self. Saturday night, I was at a
concert with a good friend of the opposite sex. People did not seem to understand--despite assurances from
both of us--that we were not a couple. That we were openly affectionate with each other only confounded
them more. But that is the nature of our friendship--both of us fully aware that the things that draw us together
ultimately make us completely incompatible romantically. If you want to explore different avenues of
intimacy with someone, all you need do is ask and try. If it works, swell. If not, life goes on. The details and
distinctions do not really matter. I have no idea, despite frequent heart- and soul-searching, what happens
when my feelings change from non-romantic to romantic, nor why it happens in some circumstances and not
in others. I have a "friends" relationship with J. We are and have always been "just" friends. I have had a
"friends-with-benefits" relationship with R. I feel emotionally for him the same way I feel for J. Even so, I
have never wanted to create a romantic relationship with him. We are and have always been "just" friends who
used to, before he met his girlfriend have sex from time to time. I had a "romantic" relationship with my
ex-husband. Everything I feel for R. But there was something else, too, that made me classify my feelings for
him as "romantic" rather than "friends" or "friends with benefits. It just existed that way, incredibly and
wonderfully different from the way I felt for any of the other important people in my life. It drives my
analytical mind absolutely batshit crazy to think that the difference between these feelings is something that
will always be inexplicable, and I hate the idea that I will live the rest of my life never being able to explain
what it is. While I have other very warm, very emotionally intimate friendships, this one is deeper than those
by leaps and bounds, probably because of the other kinds of intimacy we also share. The feelings you share for
each other are not shared for anyone else. The vulnerability you have with each other is unmatched in any of
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your other relationships. When you friends go away for a week do you die a little inside? Maybe the difference
is in your actions. There is a continued need to compromise. You pool your resources. These actions greatly
affect your life. There were people that I loved, to varying degrees, and some of them I also felt sexually
attracted to. Then I met my soulmate. We understand each other. We mirror each other. I managed to fall in
love with my best friend some years back, but the transition to thinking about it that way was both unexpected
and confusing. I spent a long time telling myself that it was just a really intense friendship before I managed to
admit to myself that my feelings for him were something more. Romantic love, not so much. However, for my
friends, there is, and that has affected how I act towards them. In other words, I am not willing to put more
commitment into relationships than the other person is willing to put in, at least not anymore, not in my
thirties. Like you, one of the active differences is sex but possibly for slightly different reasons. I have sex
with the person who commits to me, to being there for me every day, to moving cross-country with me, to
compromising and making joint decisions, to sharing finances. I do not have sex with my friends, partially
because the commitment is more important to me than the sex. That article about Boston Marriages was
fascinating. Even as a straight eighteen year old male, I sympathised with much of the sentiment contained
within. I will be following this thread eagerly. My take, as someone who saw a lot of myself in what you
wrote, is that there are people who will tell you "just wait til you find it! I have a good number of friends and
some super-close friends, both men and women. At various times in my life many of these super-close friends
have been partner-types of one sort or another. I had a long term boyfriend for many years and experienced the
same feeling. So, to your question For me, the answer is "not really" except that in this culture the way that
people are used to associating with each other for partners tends to prioritize one sex-based pair bond which
can make people similar to you, and me, outliers of a sort. However, nothing is stopping you from defining
your loves and desires however you wnt to, you just may have a hard time finding the right words to explain it
to others.
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5: Healthy Friend Relationships | Teens & The Relationship ABCs
Friends usually say something negative and a man will respect her opinion (but not always agree), because it usually
comes from a place of pure love and without her personal bias.

What is platonic love really? And why is it so hard for us to experience platonic love? When we think of
platonic love today, we assume that platonic relationships are the kind where two people are close, but avoid
sharing sexual intimacy with each other. The 10 types of love all of us experience in a lifetime ] We
experience it all the time when we get close to someone of the opposite sex, even if it scares us or builds an
intense sexual chemistry. Every time we find ourselves getting closer to someone we admire or whose
company we love, we feel the grasp of platonic love. And to a large extent, we struggle to stay behind the
barrier dividing platonic love from romantic love. How to have a perfectly platonic relationship and avoid
getting sexually attracted to each other ] There are several people in the world who successfully share platonic
relationships. But do they really love each other intensely, or are they just casual friends? And if they do
intensely love each other, can they still remain just friends forever? Things to think about if you start falling
for a friend ] Why is it so hard to experience platonic love today? Platonic love may be hard to experience
today, not because we think more with our loins and less with our heads, but because of the restrictions
imposed on us by society. Over two thousand years ago, when Plato first explained his thoughts about love in
a debate, the idea of platonic love as we know today was only a small part of his description of love and the
complex idea behind love. According to Plato, love was the desire to want good, or want happiness in life. In
the debate where the idea of platonic love was first discussed by Plato and other philosophers, Plato never
really spoke of love as a heterosexual experience. The 12 important signs of true love in every relationship ]
So what makes platonic love so hard to experience between the sexes? Platonic love is hard to experience
because of the restrictions that are imposed on us today. And these very restrictions between friends also
create insecurity, jealousy, heartbreaks and affairs. Why guy best friends are nothing but trouble for love! Of
course, reproduction occurs only between the opposite sexes. But affection was openly shared between the
same sexes too. But even a hundred years ago, it was acceptable for individuals to caress or even kiss other
members of the same sex just to show their affection. Romantic relationships between the same sexes and
friends were extremely common and were never seen as taboo until a century ago. Of course, homosexuality
was considered taboo, but displaying affection through physical intimacy, on the other hand, was commonly
accepted as a show of friendship. The philosopher Plato too considers love to be a purely homosexual
phenomenon, and addresses sexual attraction as a heterosexual trait. Are you already more than friends or just
friends? According to Plato, every human being is an unstable mix of two halves, their body and their soul,
and each of these parts is governed by two kinds of love. The body craves for carnal desires and falls prey to
sexual desires and lust, which forces the human to create physical attachments to worldly entities. And on the
other hand, the soul cares only for a noble and spiritual kind of love that transcends beyond mere sexual
desires. Plato describes love as intense attraction and craving to be with a particular person or object, but yet,
it is not guided by sexual addiction or carnal desires. And hence, we have this pure kind of love between two
people, the love that goes beyond sexual attraction, the love we know today as platonic love. Sex buddies and
the subtle art of seducing a friend ] The world has convinced us to believe that physical intimacy between
friends or between two members of the same sex is inappropriate and damned, and just as bad as sexual
intercourse. Platonic best friends are harder to make and keep because the world cannot accept your
relationship anymore. And in theory, this shunning of physical intimacy between friends by the society may be
causing more affairs and broken relationships too. Poets and romantics have always placed romantic love on a
pedestal and forced us to believe that romantic love is the most powerful form of love there can ever be.
Everything we want and desire, everything that makes us work towards achieving something, be it a person or
an object, is because of the force of love. The sacrifices you make, the small and the big ones, is because of
your desire to want someone or something. Platonic love and emotional affairs An emotional affair is a kind of
platonic love. The best test for emotional affairs is the awkward test. Can you comfortably talk about your
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platonic friend with your partner? Can you tell your partner about every detail of the conversation you have
with your friend without feeling uncomfortable? A platonic friendship is never bad as long as you stay within
your moral boundary. Emotional cheating and 10 really bad things it can do to you ] Will platonic friendships
ever be understood? And on the other hand, if your partner spends a night over with their platonic friend,
would you really be fine with that? Does your boyfriend have a flirty girl best friend? Setting ground rules
with your romantic partner may be the safest way to experience platonic love and have a happy love life. But
remember, your partner may always add new rules each time they feel insecure, and that may happen very
often! The answer to that question will help you make up your mind on whether you have the emotional
capability and the relationship stability to experience platonic love with a friend and maintain romantic love
with your partner at the same time. Liked what you just read? Follow Elizabeth on Facebook.
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6: In Between Love And Friendship, Just Friends Poem
Storge, is fondness through familiarity (a brotherly love), especially between family members or people who have
otherwise found themselves together by chance. Philia, is the love between friends.

Main content Friends Everyone needs friends, and you probably have always had at least one. A friend is
defined as a person you know well and regard with affection, trust , and respect. As you get older, some of
your friendships will start to change, and some may grow deeper. You might also begin to know many more
people, although not all of them will be your close friends. Chances are, you will also start to spend more time
with your friends, and maybe talk on the phone more. Changes in relationships are natural but not always
easy. Making and keeping friends can be particularly tough if you are shy or unsure of yourself. The best way
to make new friends is to be involved in activities at school and in the community where there are other people
your age. Another way to make friends is to be friendly and helpful to other people. Talk to people, get to
know them, and find out if you have something in common with them. Peer pressure can play a major role in
friendships. If someone is vulnerable to peer pressure, the relationship is not balanced. Remember that you
have the right and duty to stand up for what you believe is right. Express yourself with your friends. You have
the freedom to say "no" if you disagree. If you are scared of losing a friendship by standing up for what you
believe is right, then you are in an unstable friendship. Standing up for yourself may cause tension in a
friendship, but it is OK as long as you have the skills to handle the situation. By mutually supporting each
other, whether or not you agree, your friendship will be more stable. Below are tips for keeping friends. Do
not tease or belittle.
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7: Relationship Love Vs. Family & Friendship Love | Our Everyday Life
it is a poem about the mixed feelings of friendship Between love and friendship I'm waving like a lost ship Between black
and white.

Looking for love and friendship quotes? Love and friendship quotes about the special bond of love between
friends. Can you imagine how poor life would be without friends to support us and enrich and share in our day
to day happenings? Celebrate your friendships with the following love and friendship quotes and sayings:
Mary Dixon Thayer Only your real friends will tell you when your face is dirty. Sicilian Proverb A real friend
is one who walks in when the rest of the world walks out. Walter Winchell Friends are those rare people who
ask how you are and then wait to hear the answer. The most beautiful discovery that true friends can make is
that they can grow separately without growing apart. Much of the vitality in a friendship lies in the honoring
of differences, not simply in the enjoyment of similarities. I thought I was the only one. The friend who can be
silent with us in a moment of despair or confusion, who can stay with us in an hour of grief and bereavement,
who can tolerate not knowingâ€¦ not healing, not curingâ€¦ that is a friend who cares. Henri Nouwen A friend
is a hand that is always holding yours, no matter how close or far apart you may be. A friend is someone who
is always there and will always, always care. A friend is a feeling of forever in the heart. Francis Bacon It is
one of the blessings of old friends that you can afford to be stupid with them. Ralph Waldo Emerson Love is
blind, but friendship closes its eyes. Unknown Rare as true love is, true friendship is still rarer. Unknown Love
comes from blindness, friendship from knowledge. Comte De Bussy-Rabutin Laugh and the world laughs with
you. Cry and you cry with your girlfriends. Laurie Kuslansky People love others not for who they are, but for
how they make them feel. Saint Alfred A friend is one who knows us, but loves us anyway. However rare true
love may be, it is less so than true friendship. There is an important difference between love and friendship.
While the former delights in extremes and opposites, the latter demands equality. Where you find true
friendship, You find true love. Saint Alfred The art of being yourself at your best is the art of unfolding your
personality into the person you want to be. Be gentle with yourself, learn to love yourself, to forgive yourself,
for only as we have the right attitude toward ourselves can we have the right attitude toward others. Shusha
Guppy When you go somewhere your heart goes with you, But when you leave your friends their heart goes
with yours. William Wordsworth Give her two red roses, each with a note. The first note says For the woman I
love and the second, For my best friend. Every time you smile at someone, it is an action of love, a gift to that
person, a beautiful thing. Mother Teresa I hope you have enjoyed the love and friendship quotes!
8: Romantic friendship - Wikipedia
Understanding true love is not easy, especially the love between two people. The understanding of true love takes a lot
of time, patience, and the readiness to accept each other when there is love between two individuals. There are many
kinds of love and each depends on what we feel for another.

9: Friendship And Love Quotes ( quotes)
While love between friends is a mutual, self-sacrificing arrangement, agape, romantic love includes an element of
self-serving love as well, eros. Romantic love includes the desire to receive love back from the other in a way that does
not involve a mutual arrangement or sacrifice of the self.
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